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                        10 Principles for Sustainable Urban Transport

                        
                            Available in:  al / ar / az / bn / bs / cn / cs / de / en / es / fa / fr / ge / gu / hi / hr / hu / id / ko / mal / mk / ml / mo / nl / pl / pt / ro / ru / sk / sl / sr / sw / tamil / th / tr / uk / uz / vi                         
                        
                        Based on the approach avoid-shift-improve, the GIZ urban mobility team has designed a vibrant poster on 10 principles for sustainable urban transport. Have a look at the poster and follow 10 principles of sustainable urban transport, ranging from dense and human scale city planning, fostering walking and cycling as well as public transport, to promoting clean vehicles and to improve the efficiency of transport operations!
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                            SUTP Module 5f – Adapting Urban Transport to Climate Change (ed. 2)

                            The new Sourcebook on Adapting Urban Transport to Climate Change! Many transport decision-makers in developing countries are already confronted with…
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                            Bhubaneswar on the Move – Tools and Guidelines for City Bus Operations (Part III)

                            This guidebook for City Bus Operations documents the tools and practices that have helped Capital Region Urban Transport (CRUT) set…
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                            Bhubaneswar on the Move – Tools and Guidlines for City Bus Operations (Part II)

                            This guidebook for City Bus Operations documents the tools and practices that have helped Capital Region Urban Transport (CRUT) set…
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                            Bhubaneswar on the Move – Tools and Guidelines for City Bus Operations (Part I)

                            This guidebook for City Bus Operations documents the tools and practices that have helped Capital Region Urban Transport (CRUT) set…
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                            Impact of COVID-19 on Indian Cities and Mobility

                            This report includes survey findings from policy makers, subject matter experts, researchers and professionals from India on likely changes in…
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                            Global Impact of COVID-19 on Cities and Mobility

                            This White Paper on Global Cities and Mobility Survey includes survey findings from policy makers, subject matter experts, researchers and…
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                            Cuenca Bike Intersection Peer Review

                            This document guides the Municipality of Cuenca in the rollout of a more bicycle friendly city.  
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                            How C40 cities are implementing zero emission areas

                            The report descibes and analyses the experiences of cities establishing large areas as Zero Emission Areas by 2030.
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                            Reading List on Urban Transport and Health

                            Recommended relevant reading and links on the topic of urban transport and health, including an overview of key organisations and…
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                            A comprehensive approach for road safety – The example of Germany (Poster)

                            First edition: 2016 English Version as of: April 2021
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                            SUTP Module 3f – Public Transport Integration and Transit Alliances

                            Transit alliances are a solution to make public mobility attractive for all – by incorporating multiple operators into one system!…
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                            iNUA #11: Two-and-Three-Wheelers

                            Over the past two decades, two-and-three-wheeler fleets have expanded at an annual average rate above 7%. It is expected that…
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                            WIM 2019 Report of Activities and 2020 Work Plan

                            After the first activity of the Women in Motion Initiative in Santiago, Chile, the following guidelines were agreed in the…
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                            Big Cities, Big Challenges: Sustainable Urban Transport across Major Middle East and North African Cities

                            This case study uses examples of international best practices and therefore gives an overview of the challenges sustainable urban transport…
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                            iNUA #1: Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans

                            This SUTP iNUA implementation guide focusses on Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans as a practical tool for identifying and shaping actions…
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                            iNUA #2: Solution: Cycling

                            The second SUTP factsheet in the Series “Implementing the New Urban Agenda (iNUA)” focuses on the topic of cycling as…
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                            iNUA #3: Gender and Urban Transport

                            The third SUTP iNUA factsheet focuses on gender as a cross-cutting issue that has to be considered in transport planning….
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                            iNUA #4: Enhancing Road Safety

                            The fourth SUTP iNUA implementation guide focuses on road safety as an increasing risk in the progress of urbanisation and…
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                            SUTP Module 5e – Urban Transport and Climate Change

                            The module summarises the challenges that climate change mitigation has to face in the transport sector and presents the major…
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                            SUTP Module 1a – The Role of Transport in Urban Development Policy

                            This module sets out a “new vision” of urban transport for developing cities. Written by former mayor of Bogotá Enrique…
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                            Thailand Stocktaking Report on Sustainable Transport and Climate Change

                            This report reviews existing data, policies and international donor activity in the area of sustainable transport in Thailand, in order…
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                            SUTP Module 1b – Urban Transport Institutions

                            This module presents an analysis of urban transport institutional successes and failures in developing cities. It considers several in-depth case…
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                            Urban Mobility in Ukraine: The 13 billion Euro gap

                            This policy brief assesses the investment needs and outlines a broad reform agenda for sustainable urban moblility in Ukraine. First…
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                            SUTP Module 1g – Urban Freight in Developing Cities

                            The SUTP Sourcebook module describes the importance of freight transportation in the context of urban development and provides detailed information…
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                            Transportation Demand Management

                            Transportation Demand Management (TDM) aims to maximize the efficiency of the urban transport system using a wide range of measures,…
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                            SUTP Module 4b – Inspection & Maintenance and Roadworthiness

                            This module provides advice on the types of inspection and maintenance systems appropriate for a developing country and how developing…
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                            SUTP Module 4a – Cleaner Fuels and Vehicle Technologies

                            Cleaner fuels and vehicle technologies are key components of any sustainable urban transport system. This module provides a detailed evaluation…
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                            Strategical recommendations for cycling development – Stakeholder Involvement

                            Good cycling development needs suitable frameworks and structural conditions within the city administration. The following fact sheets gives recommendations about…
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                            Strategical recommendations for cycling development – Financing

                            Good cycling development needs suitable frameworks and structural conditions within the city administration. The following fact sheets gives recommendations about…
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                            Strategical recommendations for cycling development – City Administration

                            Good cycling development needs suitable frameworks and structural conditions within the city administration. The following fact sheets gives recommendations about…
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                            Soft measures and marketing for bicycle promotion – Targeting

                            Marketing and soft measures are key factors for successful cycling development. Those publications gives more information about the subtopics: general…
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                            Soft measures and marketing for bicycle promotion – Means

                            Marketing and soft measures are key factors for successful cycling development. Those publications gives more information about the subtopics: general…
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                            Soft measures and marketing for bicycle promotion – General

                            Marketing and soft measures are key factors for successful cycling development. Those publications gives more information about the subtopics: general…
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                            Soft measures and marketing for bicycle promotion – CMB

                            Marketing and soft measures are key factors for successful cycling development. Those publications gives more information about the subtopics: general…
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                            SUTP Module 3d – Preserving and Expanding the Role of Non-motorized Transport

                            This module starts by outlining the benefits of non-motorised transport (NMT). It considers the different forms of regulation to which…
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                            Quartier Vauban: Sustainable District in Freiburg – Case Study

                            This presentation offers insights into Quartier Vauban, covering three main aspects: housing, public spaces and transport. Quartier Vauban strongly promotes…
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                            How to plan and develop a pedestrian and cycling network

                            Non-motorized transport (NMT) development is a crucial basis for every urban transport system – especially in emerging environments. This document…
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                            Non-Motorised Transport Policy in India: The need for a reform agenda

                            This publication gives an overview of recent trends in the modal share of NMT in India, as well as a…
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                            Non-motorised Transport

                            This training course document discusses an inherent aspect of an integrated transport system that is most of the times neglected:…
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                            Mega Events – Pacemaker of Sustainable Urban Transport Concepts

                            This publication looks at ways in which mega events such as Olympic Games or World Cups can be used to promote sustainable…
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                            SUTP Module 2a – Land Use Planning and Urban Transport

                            Which cities have succeeded in establishing land use patterns which support the more environmentally-friendly and efficient modes of transit, walking…
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                            Good Practice China: Bicycle sharing in Beijing

                            An insight into Beijiing’s first municipal-led public bicycle sharing system that aims to re-popularise public transit. First Edition: 2013
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                            Beyond Fossil City: Towards Low Carbon Transport and Green Growth

                            This paper shows how national and/or urban low-carbon transportation policies could help countries to achieve a smart, sustainable economic growth…
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                            SUTP Module 7a – Approaches for Gender Responsive Urban Mobility: Gender and Urban Transport – Smart and Affordable

                            This module addresses how gender should be addressed in transport policy and planning. Unsuccessful, inefficient and unsustainable transport can result…
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                            SUTP Module 1d – Economic Instruments

                            One of the best ways to influence travel behaviour is through economic instruments. This module surveys successful experiences on fuel…
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                            SUTP Module 5g – Urban Transport and Health

                            The module, written by a team of World Health Organization (WHO) experts using the most up-to-date data available, illustrates the…
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                            Urban Mobility Plans – National Approaches and Local Practices

                            The document reviews approaches for Urban Mobility Plans (UMP) from various countries and showcases a growing number of examples calling…
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                            Transport in a Green Economy – Factsheet

                            So far, there is no single, agreed definition of green economy. Discussions are ongoing on what the benefits of this…
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                            Transport Elasticities: Impacts on Travel Behaviour

                            Understanding transport demand and transport elasticities is crucial to support sustainable travel behaviour. This document explains the key factors affecting…
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                            Transport Alliances – Promoting Cooperation and Integration to offer a more attractive and efficient Public Transport

                            This report summarises the development of the German public transport alliance system, the so called Verkehrsverbund that is often regarded…
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                            SUTP Module 5d – The CDM in the transport sector

                            Since the advent of Kyoto Protocol in 2005, many countries, both developed and developing, have embraced the concept of Clean…
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                            SUTP Module 5c – Noise and its Abatement

                            Noise is emerging as an insidious problem in developing cities, even though it is not currently perceived as a major…
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                            SUTP Module 5b – Urban Road Safety

                            Road traffic crashes result in around 1.3 million deaths annually. A disproportionate amount is in developing countries, with the victims…
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                            SUTP Module 4f – Eco-Driving

                            This module addresses the concept of economic and ecological driving for developing cities. It shows how costs can be reduced…
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                            SUTP Module 4e – Intelligent Transport Systems

                            The technologies used collectively for achieving safer, affordable and environmentally friendly transportation systems are called Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS). The…
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                            SUTP Module 4d – Natural Gas Vehicles

                            This decision-maker’s guide to natural gas vehicles provides a solid grounding in all the basic concepts of natural gas vehicles,…
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                            Sustainable Urban Transport: Avoid-Shift-Improve (A-S-I)

                            A quick introduction to our approach for sustainable urban mobility. First Edition: 2011
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                            Sustainable Urban Transport Guide of Berlin Germany

                            A travel guide to discover Berlin by sustainable transport, and to learn about the city’s approach for sustainable mobility.
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                            Sustainable Transport Evaluation

                            The study outlines options for choosing appropriate indicators and evaluation schemes for sustainable transport. It also summarizes the benefits of…
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                            Social Change and Urban Transport

                            Despite the growing awareness of the need of sustainability in transport planning, there have been few projects and initiatives investigating…
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                            Public Bicycle Schemes: Applying the concept in developing cities

                            The objective of this technical document is to familiarize city authorities, transport planners, businesses, civil society representatives and policy makers…
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                            SUTP Module 1c – Private Sector Participation in Urban Transport Infrastructure Provision

                            This module describes benefits and pitfalls of private sector participation (PSP). It provides detailed case studies of PSP in a…
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                            On-Street Parking Managment

                            The document provides an overview of the different approaches to on-street parking management and provides advice to policy makers dealing…
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                            Lviv: The Cycling Capital of Ukraine – Case Study

                            The City of Lviv is defending her reputation as the cycling capital of Ukraine. In little more than three years,…
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                            Low Emission Zones: Examples from Berlin, London, and Beijing

                            Different cities across the world have introduced LEZ to manage air quality in urban areas. Well-known examples include the “London…
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                            Good Practice in China: Electric-taxi in Shenzhen

                            An overview into the introduction of electric-taxis as a cheap and sustainable transport alternative that combines electro-mobility and passenger transport…
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                            Fossil Fuel Prices in the Arab World and the Fear of Reform – Challenges facing reform attempts and the way forward

                            This paper categorizes the Arab countries into groups and sketches their current pricing mechanisms and why it is important to…
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                            Financing Sustainable Urban Transport – The International Review of National Urban Transport Policies and Programmes

                            The study presents an analysis of a variety of financing and planning practices worldwide in order to help decision-makers identify…
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                            Fighting Corruption in the Road Transport Sector

                            The Technical Document explains what corruption is, and why it is so detrimental for economy and society. It gives hints…
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                            Facts and Figures on Transport

                            A range of informative facts and figures relating to topics of transport since 1970, climate change, global, national and local…
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                            Accessing Climate Finance for Sustainable Transport: A Practical Overview

                            A practical guide for developing country’s governments on how to access climate funds for sustainable land transport interventions, focusing on…
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                            Cycling in Monrovia: Transport and more

                            Huge efforts have been made by the Liberians with support from the international community to rebuild Monrovia after fourteen years…
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                            iNUA #5: Transit Alliances

                            The fifth SUTP iNUA factsheet focuses on transit alliances as an umbrella for public transport. The paper outlines the multiple…
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                            SUTP Module 2b – Mobility Management

                            Mobility management aims to make the best use of existing infrastructure by managing the demand for transport and encouraging the…
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                            SUTP Module 5f – Adapting Urban Transport to Climate Change

                            Many transport decision-makers in developing countries are already confronted with extreme weather events, such as flooding, sea level rise and…
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                            SUTP Module 7a – Approaches for Gender Responsive Urban Mobility: Gender and Urban Transport (2007)

                            This module addresses how gender should be addressed in transport policy and planning. Unsuccessful, inefficient and unsustainable transport can result…
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                            SUTP Module Module 1e – Sustainable Mobility: Getting People on Board

                            Changing mobility patterns can be rough. But there is ways to get even the car lovers on board. This training…
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                            SUTP Module 1f – Financing Sustainable Urban Transport

                            The publication presents financing instruments for sustainable urban transport, and shows how to combine them. It is aimed at policy…
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                            SUTP Module 3c – Bus Regulation & Planning

                            This module provides direction to developing cities on how to break out of a low quality, high-risk, low profit, low…
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                            iNUA #6: Accessible Urban Mobility

                            The sixth SUTP iNUA implementation guide focuses on how to promote accessible urban transport for all. Accessible mobility is a…
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                            iNUA #7: Mobility as a Service (MaaS)

                            Let’s focus on Mobility as a Service (MaaS). MaaS is the integration of various forms of transport services into a…
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                            iNUA #8: Meeting the Needs of People – Walking

                            Let’s focus on walking! The paper outlines why walkability is the essential ingredient in an integrated, multi- and intermodal transportation…
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                            iNUA #9: Avoid-Shift-Improve (A-S-I)

                            A successful strategy in transport requires the adoption of a comprehensive and coherent approach centered on humans instead of cars….
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                            iNUA #10: Open Streets – Streets for People

                            Streets should be used by the ones who created them – the people. Therefore, the tenth issue of the INUA…
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                            SUTP Module 5h – Urban Transport and Energy Efficiency

                            The Module 5h serves as a navigator for decision makers and stakeholders, including local and national authorities, the private sector…
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                            Challenges of informal motorcycle transport in Liberia

                            An insight into the challenges of informal motorcycle transport in Liberia and recommendations for increasing the overall safety. First Edition:…
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                            Challenges of urban transport in developing countries – a summary

                            As the world changes and governments increasingly become decentralised, cities are becoming more assertive hubs for development driven by knowledge,…
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                            Changing Course in Urban Transport – An Illustrated Guide

                            The illustrated book published by ADB and GIZ highlights the transport challenges in Asian cities, including the growing trend towards…



                        

                    
                


                                                

    

        

    





		We provide access to policy tools, good practices, approaches and technical assistance on sustainable urban mobility from around the world and show you how you can make the best use of them – for your city, your project, your community and your quality of live!
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